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This article presents the development of a metamodel and an open-source design en-
vironment for the synchronous language Signal in the Gme and Eclipse frameworks.
This environment is intended to be used as a pivot modeling tool for a customized,
aspect-orientedandapplication-driven, computer-aidedengineeringofembeddedsystems
starting from multiple and heterogeneous initial speciﬁcations. The metamodel, called
SignalMeta, is deﬁned on top of the design workbench Polychrony, which is dedicated to
Signal programming. Automated transformations are deﬁned and implemented in order
to produce, analyze, statically verify and model-check programs obtained from high-level
models.
The proposed approach promotes model-driven engineering within a framework that
strongly favors formal validation. It aims at signiﬁcantly decreasing design costs while im-
proving the quality of systems. We demonstrate the agility of this approach by considering
the design of both control-oriented and avionic systems. We start with an implementa-
tion of core polychronous1 data-ﬂow concepts in Gme and show the ease of its modular
extension with application-speciﬁc concepts such as mode automata or integrated mod-
ular avionics concepts. This work is the ﬁrst attempt to generalize the formal model of
computation and the design philosophy of Polychrony.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Inspired by concepts and practices borrowed fromdigital circuit design and automatic control, the synchronous hypothesis
has been proposed in the late 1980s to facilitate the speciﬁcation and analysis of control-dominated systems. Nowadays,
synchronous languages are commonly used in the European industry, especially in avionics, to rapidly prototype, simulate,
verify embedded software applications.
In this spirit, synchronous data-ﬂow programming languages, such as Lustre [19], Lucid Synchrone [15] and Signal [26],
implement a model of computation in which time is abstracted by symbolic synchronization. The synchronous paradigm
provides a notion of deterministic concurrencywhich facilitates the functional modeling and analysis of embedded systems.
While block diagrammatic modeling concepts are best suited for data-ﬂow dominated applications, control-dominated
processes may sometimes be preferably modeled using imperative formalisms, such as Esterel [8], Statecharts [20], or
SyncCharts [4].
 This work is partly funded by the RNTL project OpenEmbeDD and the ANR project TopCased.
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1 From the Greek words poly and chronos: multiple and time.
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Fig. 1. From synchrony to asynchrony.
1.1. Polychrony
While modeling a synchronous process or module can be easy, implementing a concurrent system by composing syn-
chronous modular speciﬁcations is often hardened by the need of preserving global synchronizations in the model of the
system. These synchronization artifacts need most of the time to be preserved, at least in part, in order to ensure functional
correctness when, for instance, the presence or absence of an event can inﬂuence the behavior of the whole system.
This iswhy, in the particular case of the Polychronyworkbench, onwhich Signal is based, time is represented by a partial
order that expresses a symbolic abstraction of synchronization and scheduling relations on variables or signals. Thismodel of
computation offers a uniquemeans tomodel high-level abstractions of multi-clocked systems inwhich each component owns
a local activation clock (e.g., distributed real-time systems, systems on chip). We call this abstract model of time polychrony.
Polychrony gives the opportunity to seamlessly model heterogeneous and complex distributed embedded systems at a high
level of abstraction, while reasoning within a simple and formally deﬁned mathematical model of time.
Fig. 1 abstractly depicts the design philosophy behind polychrony. The idea is to give a high-level description of a system,
Fig. 1b, that is abstract enough to enable a subsequent choice between a multi-clocked or a GALS (globally asynchronous
locally synchronous) implementation, Fig. 1a, or a centralized implementation, Fig. 1c.
A polychronous system, depicted in Fig. 1b, consists of two concurrent sub-systems that receive control from signals a and
b and conditionally communicate via a signal c or do something else (d or e). The system can be reﬁned into a synchronous
system, Fig. 1c, by synchronizing the signals a and b. It can also be reﬁned into amulti-clocked system, Fig. 1a, by distributing
a and b on two different locations and by implementing c by a FIFO communication channel.
1.2. Goal
The objective of the present article is to propose ametamodel that suits the polychronousmodel of computation by deﬁn-
ing an open-source, modular and extensible platform targeting the model-driven engineering of embedded software. More
speciﬁcally, our approach aims at bringing the tool Polychrony in the context of model-driven engineering environments
such as Gme (Generic Modeling Environment [42]), Eclipse or UML in order to provide designers with better ergonomy
and higher-level design abstraction facilities. Along the path to this goal, this article introduces an important milestone:
the deﬁnition of a metamodel of Polychrony referred to as SignalMeta. This metamodel allows a conceptually uniﬁed
engineering of safety-critical embedded systemswithinGme. Taking advantage of this deﬁnition,we ﬁrst extend SignalMeta
with an inherited metamodel of polychronous mode automata suitable for control-oriented design. Then, we illustrate a
customization of the resulting extended metamodel for the design of speciﬁc integrated modular avionic (IMA) systems.
1.3. Domain-speciﬁc concepts
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [2] are the recent architectures proposed for avionic systems. In such architectures,
several functions, possibly of different criticality levels, can share common computing resources. IMA has been deﬁned as
an alternative solution to federated architectures in which each function executes exclusively on its dedicated computer
system. While federated architectures favor fault containment, they are very expensive because of high maintenance costs,
huge power consumption, etc.
In IMA, error propagation is addressed by the partitioning of resources with respect to available time and memory
capacities. A partition is a logical allocation unit resulting from a functional decomposition of the system. IMA platforms
consist ofmodulesgrouped incabinets throughout theaircraft. Amodule cancontain severalpartitions thatpossiblybelong to
applications of different levels of criticality.sMechanisms are provided in order to prevent a partition fromhaving “abnormal”
access to the memory area of another partition. The processor is allocated to each partition for a ﬁxed time window within
a major time frame maintained by the module level operating system (OS). A partition cannot be distributed over multiple
processors either in the same module or in different modules. Finally, partitions communicate asynchronously via logical
ports and channels. Message exchanges rely on two transfer modes: sampling and queuing.
Partitions are composed of processes that represent the executive units. Processes run concurrently and execute functions
associated with the partition in which they are contained. Each process is uniquely characterized by information, such
as its period, priority, or deadline time, used by the partition level OS, which is responsible for the correct execution of
processeswithin a partition. The scheduling policy for processes is priority preemptive. Communications between processes
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Fig. 2. A typical avionic application.
are achieved by three basic mechanisms. The bounded buffer allows to send and receive messages following a FIFO policy.
The event permits the application to notify processes of the occurrence of a condition for which they may be waiting. The
blackboard is used to display and read messages: no message queues are allowed, and any message written on a blackboard
remains there until the message is either cleared or overwritten by a new instance of the message.
The APEX-ARINC 653 standard [1] deﬁnes an interface allowing IMA applications to access their underlying OS function-
alities. This interface includes services for communication between partitions on the one hand and between processes on
the other hand. It also provides services for process synchronization, and ﬁnally, partitions, processes, and timemanagement
services.
1.4. Example – integrated modular avionics
The modeling of integrated modular avionics (IMA) architectures [2] is a typical case in which the multi-clocked syn-
chronous model of computation and mixed data-ﬂow/control-ﬂow formalisms such as mode automata, are particularly
well-suited for compositional modeling. This fact is shown in this paper by considering a real world application, called CMF,
from the avionic domain. The role of the CMF application is to gather maintenance information received from an aircraft
during the ﬂight and treat this information. More precisely, its main functionalities can be summarized as follows:
• it calculates and sends to other partitions some general parameters as well as information corresponding to the
maintenance phase (this is done cyclically);
• it gathers and treats maintenance messages received from other partitions during the ﬂight phase;
• it indirectly communicates with a peripheral in order to allow an operator to visualize the computed maintenance
information;
• it periodically checks the availability of maintenance data, and emits a report message.
The design of the CMF application consists of several processes that are grouped within a single IMA partition as shown
in Fig. 2. This choice has been decided by our industrial partner. The CMF partition cooperates with other partitions within
an IMA module, which is not represented here. The message exchanges that occur between the different partitions within
this module are achieved via speciﬁc ports. The module itself is linked via an Ethernet bus to the peripheral that provides a
Human-Machine Interface for theCMFapplication. In Fig. 2,we candistinguish the following elements thatmust bemodeled:
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• processes (executable units): AB_BITE, ACQ_GBx, MSG_SURV, MAT_SURV, MEMORIZATION, CYCLIC, DIAL_MAT, and
CORRELATION;
• communication mechanisms: ﬁve buffers identiﬁed by Correlation, Bdm, Dial_mat, Bite, and Fault_msg; three events
identiﬁed by Dial_correlation, Bdm_correlation, and Flight_trans;
• a synchronization mechanism: a semaphore Msg_sema allowing MSG_SURV and CORRELATION to get access to the
shared resource RE_msg_table in mutual exclusion.
Section 5.2 shows, via themodeling of the CMF partition, how themulti-clockedmode automata extension of SignalMeta
is customized inorder todesignavionic applicationsbasedon the IMAphilosophy. Fromthe resultingmodels, a corresponding
Signal program is automatically generated for formal validation with Polychrony.
1.5. Rationale
Fromtheaboveobservations, the SignalMetametamodel proposed in this article aims to leverage currentdesignpractices
in embedded system and model-driven engineering domains, with the beneﬁts of the domain-speciﬁc technology of Po-
lychrony: a semantic model that enables a modular design approach for polychronous systems, useful formal validation
techniques and tools, and automatic code generation towards different target languages (e.g. C, Java, C++) and architectures
(monoprocessor and multiprocessor).
To achieve all this, substantial efforts are undertaken to equip SignalMeta with the required programmatic features.
A working implementation is provided within the Generic Modeling Environment to make the use of the proposed ap-
proach very pragmatic. This is very important in order to encourage application engineers to adopt formal methods-based
frameworks such as Polychrony.
1.6. Outline of the paper
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic features of the synchronous language
Signal. Then, Section 3 presents the Gme environment, which is used to deﬁne SignalMeta, the metamodel associated
with Polychrony. In Sections 4 and 5, we extend SignalMeta with multi-clocked mode automata and of IMA concepts to
use it for both control-oriented and avionic system designs. Section 6 presents the migration of SignalMeta from the Gme
environment to Eclipse. Discussions and related works arementioned in Section 7 and ongoing and future work in Section 8.
Finally, Section 9 gives concluding remarks.
2. The synchronous language Signal
This section ﬁrst introduces the syntax of Signal, a declarative synchronous data-ﬂow language, Sections 2.1, 2.2 illustrate
it by considering the speciﬁcation of a simple counter. Section 2.3 presents the data-structure of multi-clocked data-ﬂow
graphs used for analysis and transformation of Signal programs. Section 2.4 shows how to infer this information and
Section 2.5 how to use it for code generation. Finally, a brief description of the Polychronyworkbench is given, Section 2.6.
The appendix gives a denotational semantics of Signal in the polychronous model of computation [26].
2.1. Abstract syntax
A signal x consists of an inﬁnite ﬂow of typed values (e.g. Boolean, integer, real) that is discretely sampled according
to the pace of its clock, denoted by xˆ. An equation, denoted by x = y f z, relates the values and clocks of signals x, y, z. The
synchronous composition p |q of processes p and q consists of simultaneously considering a solution of the equations in p
and q at all times. The whole abstract syntax2 can be summarized as follows:
p ::= x = y f z | p |q | p/x.
Signal deﬁnes four primitive kinds of equations, that are generically denoted by the abstract syntax x = y f z:
• A functional equation x = y f z deﬁnes an arithmetic or Boolean relation f between its operands y, z, and a result x.
• A delay equation x = y pre v initially deﬁnes the signal x by the value v and then by the value of the signal y from the
previous execution of the equation. In a delay equation, the signals x and y are assumed to be synchronous, i.e. either
simultaneously present (then, they hold some values) or simultaneously absent (then, they hold no value) at all times.
• A sampling x = y when z deﬁnes x by ywhen z is true and both y and z are present. In a sampling equation, the output
signal x is present iff both input signals y and z are present and z holds the value true.
• Amerge x = y default z deﬁnes x by ywhen y is present and by z otherwise. In a merge equation, the output signal x is
present iff either of the input signals y or z is present.
• Hiding p/x limits the lexical scope of the signal named x to the process p.
2 We shall distinguish the composition operator | from the symbol | which expresses alternative in syntactic rules.
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Fig. 3. A syntax for clock relations and scheduling graphs.
We notice that neither of the sampling and merge combinator synchronize the input and output signals x, y, z. We call
them polychronous operators. They simply deﬁne partially ordered clocks in the aim of preserving the natural synchroniza-
tion and scheduling structure of the intended speciﬁcation, and let analysis and code generation algorithms schedule and
compile these speciﬁcation according to the target architecture speciﬁcation. This feature differentiates Signal from related
synchronous programming languages as a higher-level, more abstract, speciﬁcation formalism to compositionally model an
embedded system starting from partial equations and in a constraint-based manner.
2.2. Example – from speciﬁcation to implementation
This claim is best illustrated by the speciﬁcation of a simple counter. Onemightwish to deﬁne it in a (slightly exaggerated)
modular or compositional manner by viewing it as the composition of two separate equations. The count is deﬁned by the
value stored in the variable val which is deﬁned to be either 0 if the counter is reset or by an increment of the count. Notice
that the clock of the process is deﬁned by that of the output count, and that it is not related to that of the reset.
count = val pre0 |val = 0 when reset default count + 1
To generate deterministic sequential code starting from this speciﬁcation, one needs to synthesize a a timing model in
which every calculation is paced by a clock tick. This can be done by composing the counter with the speciﬁcation of this
structure: ˆcount = ˆreset = ˆtick.
2.3. Clock and scheduling relations
Signal supports a representation of the control-ﬂow and the data-ﬂow of multi-clocked speciﬁcations for the purpose of
analysis, transformation, and code generation. In this structure, Fig. 3, a clock c denotes a set of logical instants that deﬁnes
a discrete sample of time. Here, a clock is not necessarily a set of points in real-time. A logical instant is rather assimilated as
a reaction in the execution of a reactive system [21].
Such a reaction may consist, for example, in reading inputs, processing them and writing outputs. These actions are
therefore simultaneous from the viewpoint of the logical instant associated with the reaction in which they take place. The
signals involved in the actions are said to be present at the corresponding logical instant. From these observations, a clock
can be seen as a set of reactions. In Signal, a data-ﬂow relation is only executed at instants where the involved signals are
present.
The clock xˆ of a signal x denotes the set of instants at which the signal x is present. In the speciﬁc case of Boolean signals
x, the clock [x] (resp. [¬x]) denotes the set of instants at which x is present and holds the value true (resp. false). Because
clocks are sets, the usual operations on sets also apply to clocks. For instance, the clock union of two signals x and y consists
of the set of instants at which either x or y is present.
In the same way, clock intersection and difference can be deﬁned as usually for sets. All these operations are provided
in Signal. A clock expression e is a Boolean property. It consists of the empty clock, denoted by 0 to mean the empty set of
instants, of signal clocks c, and of the conjunction, disjunction, and complement of clock expressions e1 ∧ e2 and e1 ∨ e2, and
e1 \ e2.
Signal programs are implicitly or explicitly related by synchronization and scheduling relations, denoted by g. A schedul-
ing relation a →c b speciﬁes that, at instants of the clock c, the calculation of the node b, which is either a signal or a clock,
is scheduled after that of the node a. A clock relation c = e speciﬁes that the clock c is present iff the clock expression e is
true. The set of scheduling relations associated with a program forms a graph. Such graphs g and h are subject to the same
composition g |h and scoping g/x as processes.
2.4. Clock inference
Any Signal process p corresponds to a system of implicit clock and scheduling relations g that denote its implied timing
and scheduling structure, Fig. 4. It is speciﬁed by the inference system p : g. It can be interpreted as a logical relation saying
that process p has graph g. The rules for composition p |q and restriction p/x are deﬁned by induction on the deductions p : g
and q : hmade on the sub-terms of the expressions.
In a delay equation x = y pre v, the input andoutput signals are synchronous,written xˆ = yˆ, anddonot have any scheduling
relation. In a merge equation x = y default z the output signal x is present if either of the input signals y, z are (i.e., xˆ is equal
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Fig. 4. Inference of clock and scheduling relations.
to the union of yˆ and zˆ). Since the merge operation is deterministic, y is assumed in Signal to have priority on z when both
are present. For this reason, the input y is scheduled before the output xwhen it is present, written y →yˆ x, and otherwise z
is, written z →zˆ\yˆ x.
In a sampling equation x = y when z, the clock of the output signal x is deﬁned by that of the input signal y at the sampling
condition [z] (i.e., xˆ is equal to the intersection of yˆ and [z]). The input y is scheduled before the output xwhen both yˆ and [z]
hold, written y →xˆ x. A functional equation x = y f z synchronizes and serializes its input and output signals.
2.5. Example – compiling a buffering protocol
To outline the sequential code generation process in Signal, we consider the speciﬁcation and analysis of a one-place
buffer that is very similar in purpose and behavior as the FIFO buffers of the CMF application in Fig. 2. Our buffer uses two
functionalities, alternate and current:
x = buffer(y) def= (x = current(y) |alternate(x, y))
The process alternate synchronizes the signals x and y to the true and false values of an alternating Boolean signal t. The
process current stores the values of an input signal y and sends them along the output signal x upon request:
alternate(x, y) def=
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
s = t pre true
| t = not s
| xˆ = [t]
| yˆ = [¬t]
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
/
st x = current(y) def=
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
r = y default u
| u = (r pre false )
| x = r when xˆ
| rˆ = xˆ ∨ yˆ
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
/
ru
The process buffer has three clock equivalence classes, each represented by equalities between clocks. The clocks sˆ and tˆ are
synchronous and deﬁne the master clock equivalence class of buffer. Also note that rˆ = xˆ ∨ yˆ = tˆ. The two other equivalence
classes, xˆ and yˆ, correspond to the true and false values of the Boolean ﬂip-ﬂop variable t (the intermediate signal u is
discarded). Program analysis deﬁnes scheduling relations between the input and output signals of process buffer. Notice that
t is needed to compute xˆ, yˆ:
In the Signal compiler, the above clock equivalence classes deﬁne three nodes in the control-ﬂow graph of the generated
code. This code describes a cyclic execution in which every cycle inputs are read and processed, and outputs are produced.
For illustration, let us consider the following sketch of code associatedwith process buffer, generated in C, which corresponds
to what is executed every cycle on a monoprocessor architecture:
Here, there has been a code expansion of processes alternate and current. So, they are no longer explicitly visible. At each
execution cycle, t is calculated based on s, which has been initialized outside the scope of the buffer_iterate block. At the
sub-clock t = 0, the value of signal y is read from the input interface (using function r_buffer_y). At the sub-clock t = 1 the
value of signal x is written on output interface (using function w_buffer_x). Finally, s is updated using t. The sequence of
instructions follows the scheduling relations determined during clock inference.
buffer_iterate () {
t = !s;
if (!t && !r_buffer_y(&y))
{ return FALSE; }
if (t)
{ w_buffer_x(x = y); }
s = t;
return TRUE;
}
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2.6. The Polychrony workbench
The Polychronyworkbench [43] is the integrated development environment supporting the data-ﬂownotation Signal. It
offers several tools including theSignalbatchcompiler thatprovidesa setof functionalities, suchasprogramtransformations,
optimizations, formal veriﬁcation, and code generation. It includes the Sigali model checker that enables both veriﬁcation
and controller synthesis [29].
In Polychrony, the design approach proceeds in a compositional and reﬁnement-based manner. It ﬁrst consists of
considering a weakly timed data-ﬂow model of the system under consideration. Then, additional timing relations are
provided to gradually reﬁne the synchronization and scheduling structure of the system. Finally, the correctness of the
reﬁned speciﬁcation is checked with respect to initial requirement speciﬁcations. That way, Signal favors the progressive
design of systems that are correct by construction using well-deﬁned model transformations that preserve the intended
semantics of early requirement speciﬁcations and provide a functionally correct deployment on the target architecture.
3. The Signalmetamodel
This section presents the deﬁnition of the Signalmetamodel, SignalMeta [13], using the Generic Modeling Environment
(Gme). In the following, Section 3.1 gives a brief overview of the Gme. Then, Section 3.2.1 introduces the basic concepts of
SignalMeta. Then, Section 3.2.2 presents the aspects associated with the metamodel.
3.1. The generic modeling environment
Gme is a conﬁgurable Uml-based toolkit that supports the creation of domain-speciﬁc modeling and program synthesis
environments [23,42]. It proposes a metamodeling framework that supports the deﬁnition of modeling paradigms, which
are type systems that describe the roles and relationships between elements in a particular domain. It also includes all
relationships between those concepts, their organization, and all rules governing the construction ofmodels. In the following,
note that the notation of Gme-speciﬁc concepts begins with an uppercase.
3.1.1. Main features
Within Gme, a new modeling paradigm has to be described using the MetaGme paradigm, available in the environment.
The modeling paradigm is speciﬁed in terms of usual Uml class diagrams, which are built with some predeﬁned stereotypes
of MetaGme [23]: Atom, Model, Set, Reference, and Connection. These stereotypes are all ﬁrst class objects (or FCOs for
short). Atoms are elementary objects in the sense that they cannot contain parts. Models are compound objects that can
have parts and inner structure. Sets are used to specify a relationship among a group of objects that belong to the same
Model. References are similar to pointers in object-oriented programming languages.
There are different kinds of relationships, which can be expressed between classes that use the above stereotypes.
Containment relation is characterized on the class diagram by a link ending with a diamond on the container side. Such
a link is used in Fig. 5 for example between the Input atom and the InterfaceDeﬁnition Model. Inheritance relations are
represented as in Uml. All the other relationships are speciﬁed by classes that use a Connection stereotype.
In Fig. 5, some FCOs use a stereotype sufﬁxed by “Proxy” (e.g. Module). These stereotypes are references to other FCOs de-
clared in different paradigm sheetswithin themetamodel. Sheets allow one to deﬁne in amodular way complexmetamodels
by describing separately their different parts. Attributes can be added to classes. They are associated with various types:
EnumAttribute (a ﬁnite list of choices), FieldAttribute (a typed text ﬁeld, e.g., string, integer, or double), and BooleanAttribute.
Gme provides ameans to express the visibility of FCOswithin amodel through the notion of Aspect (i.e. one can decidewhich
parts of the descriptions are visible depending on their associated aspects).
Finally, OCL constraints can be added to class diagrams in order to check parametric properties, which depend on the
values given during the edition of a model (e.g. some attribute values may restrict the number of possible connections to an
FCO). The speciﬁed constraints are associatedwith events.Whenever these events occur, their corresponding constraints are
checked. Typical actions achieved duringmodel edition such as creation, connection, or valuemodiﬁcation are all associated
with such events.
3.1.2. The MetaGme interpreter
The above features represent the basic building blocks in Gme, which are used to deﬁne modeling paradigms. Every
paradigm is associated with a paradigm ﬁle, produced automatically. Gme uses this ﬁle to conﬁgure its environment for
the creation of models using a new paradigm. This is achieved by the MetaGme Interpreter, a plug-in accessible via the
Gme Graphical User Interface (GUI). The MetaGme interpreter ﬁrst checks the correctness of the metamodel, then generates
the paradigm ﬁle, which is saved in Gme.
More generally, model interpreters are high-level code associated with a given modeling paradigm, used to translate
information found in thegraphicalmodels into speciﬁc formats (executable code, data streams, etc.). Similarly to theMetaGme
Interpreter, other Interpreters can be developed and plugged into the Gme environment. The role of such an Interpreter
consists in interactingwith the graphical designs. To achieve the connection between the Interpreter andGme, an executable
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Fig. 5. SignalMeta’s identiﬁer class diagram.
module is provided with the Gme distribution, which enables the generation of the Interpreter skeleton. It can be generated
in C/C++ or Java. In C++, the skeleton is written using the low-level COM language or the “Builder Object Network” (BON)
API [23].
3.2. Modeling Signal in Gme
SignalMeta, themetamodel of the Signal language inGme, describes all the syntactic elements deﬁned in Signalv4 [10].
It is composed of several paradigm sheets that deﬁne relations between signals, operators, and process frame.
3.2.1. Basic notions
The paradigm sheet associated with Identiﬁers, represented in Fig. 5, deﬁnes Atoms for the different kinds of signals
(Input, Output, and Local), and constants (ConstantValue and Parameter). All these Atoms have several attributes including
their types, which are an enumeration of all intrinsic types of Signal.
TheDeclaredType attributemay represent a type imported from a Signal library or a type declared inGme. The declaration
of a new type is done via the TypeDeclarationModel. The associated attribute TypeKind indicates if this type is an enumeration,
a structure or a process model. Note that a type declaration depends on its nature. For instance, a structure type is speciﬁed
by adding an ordered list of Local Atoms in the TypeDeclarationModel, while in the case of an enumerated type, all its possible
values are speciﬁed in the EnumValues attribute.
To use in aModel some signals (resp. some constants or indexes of an iteration) declared in an upper-level Model, one can
use a SignalRef (resp. a ConstantRef ) with the same name. Another way for different Model levels to communicate is to use
Input/Output/Parameter Atoms.ThesekindsofAtomsaredeclaredasports inGme. Thismeans that theyarevisible in theModel
where they are added and in the upper-level Model, so that one can connect them to upper Atoms. Input/Output/Parameter
Atoms can be added in all Models that inherit from the InterfaceDeﬁnition abstract Model.
Fig. 6 shows thegraphical representationof theseAtoms inSignalMeta. The second line represents someSignaloperators.
The main constituent Models of SignalMeta areModelDeclaration, SubProcess, andModule. AModelDeclaration corresponds
to a Signal process model, which can be either an action, a function, a node, or a process. This characterization is done via
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Fig. 6. Some concepts of SignalMeta and their associated icons.
a ModelDeclaration attribute. A ModelDeclaration consists of a container in which are declared Input/Output/Local signals,
static Parameters, included ModelDeclaration and TypeDeclaration Models, and in which one can add FCOs correspond-
ing to Signal operators to express relations between signals. Finally, the Module Model is a library of ModelDeclaration,
TypeDeclaration, and ConstantValue FCOs.
Another interesting point is the way to represent Signal process model instantiations. Gme provides means to create
Model instances. Such an instance is a deep copy of the Model in which no FCO can be added or removed, but in which
attribute values can be modiﬁed. As a result, this can lead to some state incoherence between a Model and its instances. In
SignalMeta, we consider a new notion of instance by deﬁning a Reference, called ModelInstance, which offers exactly the
same view as a Model without creating a deep copy (a deep copy results from the duplication of an object along with the
objects to which it refers).
Fig. 7. SignalMeta’s “Expression Connection” paradigm sheet.
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Fig. 7 represents all relations between SignalMeta concepts, except clock relations (described in another paradigm sheet).
Among them, we can highlight Deﬁnition whose destination is a Signal or a SignalRef (gathered in the SignalOrRef abstract
concept – see Fig. 5), and which allows to specify the deﬁnition of a signal. For a given signal, such a Connection can be used
only once. Signal offers a means, called partial deﬁnition, to avoid the syntactic single assignment rule for the deﬁnition of a
signal, even if semantically, this single assignment rule applies. Similarly, SignalMeta offers the PartialDeﬁnition Connection
to be able to deﬁne, in different Models, the different parts of the signal deﬁnition.
3.2.2. Aspects
The concepts of SignalMeta are organized in four Aspects: Interface, Dataﬂow, ClockAndDependence, and Library. The
Interface Aspect is dedicated to represent input/output signals of a ModelDeclaration and its static parameters. Moreover,
Speciﬁcations can be added to describe clock and dependence relations between these signals. Signals and parameters are
ordered according to their position in this Aspect.
The Dataﬂow Aspect is dedicated to the speciﬁcation of computations and data ﬂows within a process, whereas the
ClockAndDependence Aspect contains all clock relations and dependencies between signals. Thus, the latter contains mainly
clock constraint and relation operators (e.g. ClockSynchronized, ClockUnion), the Dependence Atom, signals (or references of
signals), and all Connections to link them. The Dataﬂow Aspect can contain all other Signal operators.
This separation of concernsmakes themodelingmore readable [22]. Indeed, Connections in theDataﬂowAspect represent
data ﬂows, while they represent only relations in the Clock Relation Aspect. However, this separation between the data-ﬂow
and the control parts is not so obvious in Signal. Actually, Signal primitives, such as the delay and arithmetic operators,
synchronize automatically their inputs and their outputs. Thus, operators in the Dataﬂow Aspect also express part of the
control dimension of the process. Finally, a Library Aspect is dedicated to Signal modules, which consist of libraries of
constants, types, and process model declarations.
3.3. Model interpretation
Models described with SignalMetamay be transformed into corresponding Signal programs so as to use the functionalities
of Polychrony. Such a transformation is achieved by a newGme “Interpreter”. This Interpreter acts similarly for SignalMeta
models as the MetaGme Interpreter for MetaGmemetamodels.
The different steps of the “interpretation” can be described as follows: (i) creating the tree structure of the Signal pro-
grams corresponding to the graphical representation; (ii) generating the Signal equation for each level of this intermediate
representation; (iii) and ﬁnally generating Signal code.
3.4. Example – modeling a watchdog protocol
Another typical building block to help modeling the behavior of the CMF application in Fig. 2 is a watchdog protocol. The
watchdog is a perfect candidate to exemplify aspect oriented modeling with SignalMeta. Its goal is to control that some
action is executedwithin a given delay. At all times, the action emits an order signal when it begins its execution, and a finish
event when it terminates. If the job is not ﬁnished in time, the watchdog must emit an alarm signal to indicate at what time
an error occurs. Moreover, if a new order occurs while the previous one is not ﬁnished, the time counting restarts from zero.
A finish signal out of delay, or not related to an order, is ignored.
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Fig. 8. A SignalMetamodel of the watchdog process.
Fig. 9. Code generated for the watchdog SignalMetamodel.
The Watchdog process can be speciﬁed in Gme as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a represents the Interface Aspect in which are
described the input/output signals and the static parameters of the process. Thus, one has to drag and drop an Input Atom
for the order and finish signals, and an Output Atom for the alarm.
In order to count the time, another input signal called tick, which is provided at regular intervals of instants, is added to
the Interface Aspect to represent each tick of a clock. Finally, the delay to process an order is expressed as a number of ticks
by a Parameter Atom. The types of these signals/parameters are speciﬁed in the attributes of the corresponding Atom.
In the DataﬂowAspect (Fig. 8b), three local signals are declared: hour, cnt, and zcnt. The hour signal represents the internal
clock to count the time. The cnt signal works as a countdown before emitting an alarm: when cnt is 0, the alarm is emitted
with the value of hour. The value of cnt is ﬁxed, by order of priority, to: (i) delaywhen an order is emitted, (ii) defValuewhen
finish is emitted, (iii) the previous value of cnt contained by zcnt decremented by one, or ﬁnally to (iv) the constant defValue.
This order is ﬁxed using the Priority attribute of all incoming Connections on theMerging Atom. In Fig. 8b, dashed arrows
connect their source FCO as ﬁrst operand of the destination FCO, plain links connect a Boolean expression to an Extraction
Atom, plain arrowswhose destination is a Signal Atom correspond to a Deﬁnition of this signal, and ﬁnally other plain arrows
are speciﬁc Connections for each operator (cf. Fig. 7). In the Clock Aspect (Fig. 8c), hour and tick are synchronized using the
ClockSynchronized Atom. This leads hour to be incremented at each tick. Moreover, cnt has to be present each time one of the
input signals is present. This is expressed with the ClockUnion Atom whose result is assigned to cnt.
It is important to notice that the purpose of SignalMeta goes beyond the deﬁnition of a graphical user interface. It makes
available an expressive formal model and its related tool-suite for the design of multi-clocked embedded systems. This is
a main difference with existing popular frameworks in embedded system domain such as Matlab/Simulink [39] or Esterel
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Studio [45], which also propose attractive environments for the same goals. Furthermore, by adopting a metamodeling
approach, SignalMeta adheres more to the model-driven engineering philosophy.
The code of Fig. 9 corresponds to the application of the SignalMeta Interpreter (cf. Section 3.3) on the watchdog process
described in Fig. 8. Note that, in the concrete Signal syntax, y$ init v is the notation for y pre v; the statement x^=y
stands for xˆ = yˆ; the operator ^+ designates the union of clocks. The interpreter generates ﬁles using the Signal syntax.
However, it is possible to specialize it to construct equations using, for example, XML syntax.
4. Application to control-oriented design
The hierarchical combination of heterogeneous programming models is a notion whose introduction dates back to early
models and formalisms for the speciﬁcationofhybriddiscrete/continuous systems. Themost commonexample isMatlab [39],
which supports the Stateﬂow notation to describe modes in event-driven and continuous systems. Similarly, Ptolemy [25]
allows for the hierarchical andmodular speciﬁcation of ﬁnite statemachines hosting heterogeneousmodels of computation.
Worth noticing is Hyscharts [6], which integrates discrete and continuous modeling capabilities within the same model-
driven engineering framework.
In the same vein, mode automata were originally proposed by Maraninchi et al. [28] to gather advantages of declarative
and imperative approaches. The authors therefore extended the functionality-oriented data-ﬂow paradigm of Lustre with
the capability to model transition systems easily. Similar variants and extensions of the same approach to mix multiple
programming paradigms or heterogeneous models of computation [25,27] have been proposed until recently, the latest
advance being the combination of stream functions with automata [14]. Nowadays, commercial tool-sets such as the Esterel
Studio’s Scade or Matlab/Simulink’s Stateﬂow are largely inspired by similar concepts.
4.1. Principle
Weextend SignalMetawithpolychronousmodeautomata [35] so as to enable thedesignof control-oriented applications.
To ﬁt it within the polychronous design methodology presented in Section 1.1, we shall propose high-level and abstract
modeling or programming means to compositionally model functionalities (the modes) and control (automata) in a system.
Therefore, we choose to give automata an implicit clock that is deﬁned by that of its transitions and of its modes.
4.2. Example – a ﬂip-ﬂop switch
To illustrate this paradigm, our ﬁrst example is once again one of the typical building blocks found in embedded software
such as the CMF of Fig. 2. It implements a ﬂip-ﬂop or crossbar switch controlling the activation of two sub-systems. The
mode automaton of the switch, described in Fig. 12, consists of two modes ﬂip and ﬂop, in which routing is performed from
y1,2 to either x1,2 or x2,1 depending on the current mode of the automaton. The mode toggles from ﬂip to ﬂop, or converse,
upon an occurrence of r.
To elaborate on our principle, one notices that the activity of the automaton is triggered by several possible events.
Transitions are triggered by occurrences of the input event r. In either of the modes ﬂip and ﬂop, two concurrent and
independent activities are performed upon each occurrence of the signals y1 and y2.
(x1, x2) = switch(y1, y2, r) def=
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
init ﬂip : (x1 = y1 |x2 = y2)
| ﬂop : (x1 = y2 |x2 = y1)
| r ⇒ ﬂip ﬂop
| r ⇒ ﬂop ﬂip
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
Our switch typically has a polychronous behavior. As such, and in the same spirit as in Section 1.1, we might want to
reﬁne and compile it into a sequential program, but we could also deploy it on a distributed architecture (and calculate x1
and x2 on two separate locations) to implement a multi-clocked system. Its above speciﬁcation allows us to perform both
implementation choices in an automated and correct manner.
4.3. Formal syntax
Wedeﬁne a formal syntax formode automata and specify the function thatmaps objects in this syntax to Signal equations.
To expressmode automata,we consider four additional elements. First, init s speciﬁes the initial state (mode) of an automaton
a and the expression s : p labels the behavior p by the mode s.
A weakly preemptive transition e ⇒ s → t deﬁnes the clock or guard e of the transition from mode s (the present state)
to mode t (the next state). By contrast, a strongly preemptive e ⇒ s t immediately transfers control frommode s to mode
t upon the condition e (most likely a condition on input signals such as an alarm). Automata a and b naturally compose
synchronously with a |b.
a, b ::= init s | (s : p) | a |b | (e ⇒ s → t) | (e ⇒ s t)
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Fig. 10. Interpretation of mode automata by data-ﬂow equations.
4.4. Formalization of the transformation
The main technical difﬁculty is to interpret mode automata by data-ﬂow equations. To tackle it, we use a feature of
the Signal compiler enabling multiple signal deﬁnitions using partial equations (noted ::= in the example of Fig. 13). The
principle of partial equations is to allow the notation
x = y1 when z1 | · · · |x = yn when zn
to stand for the equation x = y1 when z1 default · · · default yn when zn provided that the conditions z1,... ,n which guard the
deﬁnitions y1,... ,n are exclusive, i.e., that [zi] ∧ [zj] = 0 holds for all 0 < i /= j ≤ n. We shall also make use of the converse
notation p when c to condition (all equations in) a process p by a clock c (that deﬁnes its guard). A conditioned process
p when c translates into a regular process q by using the following structural translation rules:
(p |q) when c = (p when c) | (q when c)
Now that all formal syntactic elements are deﬁned, we specify the function that translates a mode automaton by the
composition of data-ﬂow equations (see Fig. 10).
The top-level ruleC[[a]] deﬁnes the current state of a by a signal x. Its next value is deﬁned by the signal x′. The clock of the
mode automaton is noted xˆ. It is deﬁned by the clock expression ex = ∨y∈def(a) yˆ to mean that if at least one signal y deﬁned
by the automaton (i.e. s.t.y ∈ def(a)) is active then so is the automaton. The auxiliary functionCx[[]] structurally decomposes
the translation of all declarations in an automaton with respect to the name x of the automaton’s state.
The declaration of the initial state init s0 of the automaton corresponds to the partial deﬁnition of x, the current state of
the automaton, by its next value x′ and initially by s0. This is the default deﬁnition of the state x. It deﬁnes the behavior of
stuttering: when no transition takes place, the automaton should remain in the same state. The condition of that behavior
is deﬁned by the clock xˆ \ fx . Clock xˆ means that the automaton is active. Clock fx means that some transition takes place. It
is deﬁned by the union fx = ∨e∈lab(a) e of all clock expressions e labelling a transition e ⇒ s t in a.
The rule for a weakly preemptive transition c ⇒ s → t deﬁnes the next state x′ by t if the current state s is x and the
condition c holds. The rule for a strongly preemptive transition Cx[[c ⇒ s t]] deﬁnes the current state x by t when the
condition c holds upon entering state s (i.e. when the previous value of the next state x′ is s). The rule Cx[[s : p]] deﬁnes a
mode s by guarding the process pwith the condition [x = s]. A clock expression noted [x = s] can be regarded as the clock [y]
where the signal y is deﬁned by the equation y = eq (x, s) meaning that x is present and equals s.
4.5. Extending SignalMeta with modes
To manage mode automata, we extend SignalMeta with a new class diagram represented in Fig. 11. An Automaton is
a Model composed of states, transitions, local signals, and StateObservers. We put an emphasis on simplicity both for the
speciﬁcation (half a page, Fig. 11) and for the implementation of these mode automata.
As for classical Statecharts [20], or SyncCharts [4], there are three kinds of states: AndState, Automaton, and State. The
two former are Models composed of other states (CompoundState), whereas the latter is a terminal state describing Si-
gnal equations. An AndState consists of several states composed in parallel.
An Automaton can be added to another Automaton as a state (to create hierarchical automata), or to one of the Signal-
MetaModels (represented in the class diagram by theModelsWithDataﬂow Model). Thus, mode automata can be composed
of Signal programs or of sub-mode automata. State inherits from the ModelsWithDataﬂow Model to be able to describe
Signal equations. Finally, the InitState Atom is intended to be connected to the initial state of the Automaton.
The automata transitions are represented as Connections in the metamodel. Two kinds of transitions are considered:
StrongTransition, and WeakTransition. StrongTransitions are used to compute the current state of the Automaton (before
entering the state), whereasWeakTransitions are used to compute the state for the next instant.
More precisely, the guards of theWeakTransitions are evaluated to estimate the state for the next instant, and the guards
of the StrongTransitions whose source is the state estimated at the previous instant, are evaluated to determine the current
state. However, note that for each Automaton, at most one StrongTransition can be taken at each instant.
Contrarily to SyncCharts [4], in which as many transitions as possible can be taken, in our model, at most two transitions
can be taken during one reaction: one StrongTransition and/or oneWeakTransition. It is also the case in [14]. This guarantees
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Fig. 11. Extension of the Signalmetamodel taking into account mode automata.
that there is no inﬁnite loop when determining the current state of an automaton. For example, the determination of the
current state for the Atm Automaton represented in Fig. 12a when the event r is emitted would be impossible if we allowed to
take as many transitions as possible. Note also that the guard of a StrongTransition should not depend on signals deﬁned in
the state connected to this transition.
Both kinds of transitions link, inside an Automaton, a state to another one, or to the History Atom of one of the Compound-
State sub-state of this Automaton. If the transition taken to arrive at a CompoundState is connected to the state itself, this
CompoundState is automatically reinitialized. This reinitialization corresponds, for an Automaton, to re-execute it from its
initial state, and for an Andstate, to reinitialize all its sub-states. On the contrary, the CompoundState retains its previous state
if the transition is connected to its History.
Each kind of transition has two attributes: Guard, in which the guard of the transition is expressed, and TransitionPriority,
in which an integer expresses the priority of this transition among all transitions of the same kind (WeakTransition or
StrongTransition) with the same source state. The smaller the value associated with the transition is, the higher the priority
of the transition is. Thus, we can guarantee the determinism of the automaton. An OCL constraint checks that for each state,
all outgoing WeakTransitions (resp. StrongTransitions) have different priorities. A third kind of Connection (InitialTransition)
has been added to link the InitState of an Automaton to any state that corresponds to the initial one. There can be only one
such Connection in an Automaton.
To observe the state of an automaton, we add a StateObserver Atom, which allows to call a process having the current state
of the automaton as input signal. The name of this process is provided through the attribute ProcessName. If this attribute is
not deﬁned, the current state is written on the standard output. Basically, the clock of an automaton depends on the clocks
of the signals used in all its transitions and states. Alternatively, the clock of an automaton can be explicitly speciﬁed.
4.6. Example – modeling the ﬂip ﬂop switch
We exemplify the modeling of a mode automaton in Gme by reconsidering the example of Section 4.2. The model of the
switch consists of an interface, an automaton and two modes. Its interface is composed of two input data signals y1 and y2
and a reset input signal r. Data signals are routed along the output data signals x1 and x2 upon the internal state s of the
switch. The state is toggled using the reset signal r.
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Fig. 12. Reﬁnement of the Atm Automaton inGme.
Fig. 13. The Signal code generated by the Interpreter from the model of the switch.
Fig. 12a represents the mode automaton of the switch in Gme. Atm contains two terminal states (flip and flop). Strong-
Transitions are guarded by the value of the event r, as labeled on the middle of transitions. The 0 indicates the transition
priority (it can be omitted here). The content of flip (resp. flop) state is represented in Fig. 12c (resp. 12d). In this ﬁgure,
dotted arrows correspond to partial deﬁnitions in Signal. x1, x2, y1, y2 are references to signals from an upper Model. The
upper Model is that of the switch, and Atm and all the signals it uses are declared there. In this Model, y1, y2, and r are input
signals, and x1 and x2 are output signals.
In Fig. 12b, we have generated code for sequential execution of the automaton. The clock of Atm is deﬁned as the union
of the clocks of y1, y2, and r. The clocks of x1 and x2 have to be speciﬁed explicitly because they are deﬁned using partial
deﬁnitions: Signal is a single assignment language, however it allows one to deﬁne several assignments to the same signal
in a program (see lines 14 and 15 in Fig. 13), provided that these assignments are exclusive in time, i.e. at any time only one
assignment is at most valid. So, a MinClock operator is used to deﬁne the clock of x1 and x2 as the union of clocks of their
partial deﬁnitions. The DATA_TYPE parameter is used to associate a generic type with input and output signals.
4.7. Implementation in Gme
The Gme Interpreter used to analyze SignalMeta Models and produce the corresponding Signal programs is extended
to produce the Signal equations corresponding to mode automata descriptions. The transformation, illustrated by the code
(cf. 13), works as follows. For each automaton:
• One enumeration type is built (line 21). Each value of the enumeration is the name of a state (the uniqueness of names
is checked).
• Four signals of this type are created. They correspond to the current state (currentState), the previous state
(previousState), the next state (nextState) of the Automaton (lines 22–23) and its previous value (zNextState).
• An event is created for each transition of the Automaton (line 20). For a WeakTransition (resp. StrongTransition), this
event is present when its guard is true and when the currentState (resp. zNextState) is equal to the source state of the
transition. In this example, we have only StrongTransitions (lines 5–6).
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Fig. 14. Connection ofMimad to Polychrony.
• If the Automaton contains CompoundStates (it is not the case in our example), then two Boolean signals are added:
history, and nextHistory. They are true if the StrongTransition (resp.WeakTransition) taken to determine the currentState
(resp. nextState) is connected to the History Atom of the destination CompoundState.
• The previousState and zNextState are deﬁned respectively by the last value of currentState (line 12) and nextState (line
13).
• To deﬁne the nextState (line 8) (resp. currentState (lines 9–11)), the destinations of all WeakTransitions (resp. Strong-
Transitions) are conditioned by the event of the corresponding transition. The default values of the nextState and the
currentState are respectively the currentState and the zNextState. If the Automaton is a sub-state of another one, the
currentState is deﬁned by the initial state of this Automaton if the history signal of the upper level Automaton is false.
In our example, there is noWeakTransition, thus nextState is always deﬁned by the currentState. Note that the order of
the transitions is not important, except for stateswith several outgoing transitions. In this case, transitions are ordered
according to their priority.
• Mode changes are deﬁned by the value of currentState (lines 9–11).
In a given Automaton, the clock of currentState is synchronized to that of nextState. Nonetheless, it may be deﬁned by
that of another Automaton. At the top-level, the clock of currentState is synchronized (line 7) only if there is some explicit
synchronization in the Model, such as the Connection to Atm on the right of Fig. 12b. For AndStates, the Interpreter has just to
compose the equations of all sub-states. Finally, for States, equations are produced as for any SignalMetaModel.
5. Application to avionics system design
The idea of the specialized avionics model-driven environment is illustrated in Fig. 14. Two description layers are distin-
guished. The ﬁrst one (on the top) is entirely object-oriented. It encompasses theMimad paradigm deﬁned within Gme. The
other one (on the bottom) is dedicated to domain speciﬁc technologies. Here, we consider the Polychrony environment.
However, one can observe that the approach is extensible to other technologies or models of computation that offer speciﬁc
functionalities to the Uml layer.
As Gme allows to import and export XML ﬁles, information exchange between the layers can rely on this intermediate
format. This favors a high ﬂexibility and interoperability of the approach. Gme also proposes speciﬁc facilities that enable
to connect new environments to its associated platform. This latter possibility permits to implement the code generation
directly from Gme models without exporting them in XML. It also facilitates the interactive dialog between Gme and the
connected environments.
The object-oriented layer aims at providing a user with a graphical framework allowing to model applications using the
components offered inMimad. Application architectures can be easily described by just selecting components via drag and
drop. Component parameters can be speciﬁed (e.g. period and deadline information for an IMA processmodel). The resulting
model is transformed into Signal (referred to asMimad2Sig in Fig. 14) based on the intermediate representation (e.g. XML
ﬁles).
In the synchronous data-ﬂow layer, the intermediate description obtained from the upper layer is used to generate a
corresponding Signal model. This is achieved by using the IMA-based components already deﬁned in Polychrony [17].
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Fig. 15. The ImaProcess paradigm sheet.
Thereon, the formal analysis and transformations techniques available in Polychrony can be applied to the generated
Signal speciﬁcation.
Finally, a feedback is sent to the object-oriented layer to notify the user about possible incoherence in initial descriptions.
In this way, a user can quite easily design applications based on the IMA modeling approach proposed in Polychrony.
5.1. Deﬁnition ofMimad in Gme
The description of an IMA system inGme is done in amodular way. Each level of theMimad paradigm is deﬁned by a class
diagram and inherits from the InterfaceDeﬁnitionModel of SignalMeta. Thismeans that ImaSystem, ImaModule, ImaPartition,
and ImaProcessModels (see Fig. 15) can contain Input, Output, and Parameter Atoms.
ImaPartition also includes a PartitionLevelOS Atom, which allows to specify the scheduling policy. The most complex
class diagram is the ImaProcess Model shown in Fig. 15. It contains Block References, which refer to APEX-ARINC services or
other functions deﬁned by the user in aModelDeclarationModel. The control and computation parts of an ImaProcessModel
are separated into two Aspects. In the computation part, Connections between inputs and outputs of Blocks are explicitly
described. The control part is represented by a mode automaton (see Section 4) in which states are the Blocks speciﬁed in
the other Aspect.3
To complete the metamodel, we have deﬁned a Gme library, which contains a ModelDeclaration for each APEX-ARINC
service. These services are required to describe communications and synchronization between processes and partitions,
time management, scheduling issues. The overall metamodel results from the above component models: IMA architectural
elements (process, partition, etc.) and APEX-ARINC services.
5.2. Example – modeling of an avionic application
The use ofMimad tomodel avionic applications is illustrated by considering the CMF application introduced in Section 1.4.
This application has been speciﬁed and already modeled in Signal [18]. For more details on the adopted approach to model
such an application in Signal, the reader may refer to the mentioned paper. Here, the given illustration mainly shows how
the same approach is described using theMimad extension of SignalMeta. A partition is composed of two Aspects. The ﬁrst
one is the Interface Aspect of SignalMeta. The second Aspect (ImaAspect) speciﬁes the architecture of applications based on
IMA concepts. The elements of the ImaAspect are the following (see Fig. 16, left frame): the partition-level OS, processes and
mechanisms required for communication and synchronization between processes.
5.2.1. Partition level design
The PartitionLevelOS is represented by an Atom whose attribute speciﬁes the scheduling policy adopted by the partition
(e.g. Rate Monotonic Scheduling, Earliest Deadline First). We observe at this stage that the presence of this element is more
for structural and visual convenience. However, the scheduling information it carries will be necessary in the resulting
3 This separation of concerns is illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18 for the CORRELATION process of the CMF avionic application (Section 5.2).
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Fig. 16. AMimadmodel of CMF.
executable description of the application after transformations. An IMA process is described by a Model whose attributes
are used by the partition level OS for process creation and management (Section 5.2.2 focuses in a more detailed way on the
modeling of IMA processes).
There are four kinds of inter-process communication and synchronizationmechanisms: Blackboards, Buffers, Events, and
Semaphores. The attributes of their associated models are those needed by the partition level OS for their creation. The
Fig. 17. A SignalMetamodel of process CORRELATION – Computation (ImaAspect).
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Fig. 18. A SignalMetamodel of process CORRELATION – Control (ImaProcessControl).
Model of the CMF partition is shown in Fig. 16. The partition contains eight IMA processes, several communication and
synchronization mechanisms, and the partition level OS. The global parameters managed by the partition are represented
by the input RE_msg_table. Finally, the inputs s_port and q_port respectively identify sampling and queuing ports used for
the communications with the other partitions.
5.2.2. Process level design
The Signal model of an IMA process consists of two sub-parts [17]: a control part that selects a subset of actions, called
block, to be executed, and a compute part, which is composed of blocks. With Mimad, IMA processes are designed using
three aspects: the Interface as in the partition level, the ImaAspect, which includes the computation subpart, and the
ImaProcessControl, containing the control ﬂow of the process. We focus on the CORRELATION process in CMF to illustrate
the process level design. The role of this process is to treat the failuremessages and to produce themaintenance information
that must be retrieved by an operator.
The computation part of the process model shown in Fig. 17 consists of a data-ﬂow graph. It contains Blocks of data-ﬂow
equations. These Blocks are References toModelDeclaration speciﬁed in the same Aspect or in some library (e.g. APEX-ARINC
services). It also contains constant values, local signals, and type declarations. The connections between the Interface and
the Blocks on the one hand, and between Blocks on the other hand are also speciﬁed in this Aspect. The control part of the
process is describedwith themode automaton depicted by Fig. 18. Each time the process CORRELATION is active, the current
state of the automaton indicates which Block in the computational part is executed.
From theseMimad descriptions, a corresponding Signal program can be automatically generated. The functionalities of
Polychrony can be used in order to formally analyze the application model. The reader will ﬁnd further details on the code
generationprocess in [12].Wehavealreadyaddressed the temporal analysis of thehandcodedSignalprogramcorresponding
to the CMF application in [18]. We showed how the scalability issue is dealt with for such huge applications by proposing a
modular approach.
6. Migration to eclipse
With the objective of integrating the environment presented so far into the open-source platforms TopCased [36] and
OpenEmbeDD [44], Eclipse plug-ins have been created. Section 6.1 presents the editors built around the sme metamodel,
which corresponds to the SignalMeta metamodel under Eclipse. Section 6.2 describes how these editors are connected to
the Polychrony compiler to make it available from the Eclipse environment.
6.1. Eclipse editors for Polychrony
The Eclipse plug-ins rely on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [41]. From a metamodel, this framework generates a
plug-in allowing one to visualize and create models, conform to this metamodel, as a tree leading to what is referred to as a
reﬂexive editor. For that, the metamodel must be speciﬁed using the Ecore metametamodel language provided with EMF. To
build this metamodel, some preliminary work has been done to realize a bridge betweenGme and EMF. This work, described
in [11], uses the ATL tool [5] to transformMetaGmemetamodels into Ecore metamodels. SignalMeta has been used as a test
case for this transformation, which gave a ﬁrst metamodel for Eclipse. However, the Ecore language is more abstract than
the MetaGme one, since one manipulates only generic metaclasses and relations.
As a consequence, while all concepts and their associated relations are kept during the automatic transformation, the
graphical and Aspect information are lost. Moreover, the abstractness of the Ecore language has been exploited to model
more precisely a few concepts that would be difﬁcult to represent graphically in Gme. In this way, the initial metamodel
obtained through the ATL transformation has been modiﬁed to obtain sme.
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Around the smemetamodel, the sme reﬂexive editor has been built using the EMF facilities. To obtain a graphical modeler
as in Gme, we have used the modeling facilities of TopCased. A set of graphical modeler plug-ins has been generated from a
ﬁle where each concept of an Ecore metamodel is mapped to graphical information.
This graphical environment is represented in Fig. 19. The notion of Aspect, which is present inGme, has been reproduced so
as to obtain the same approach formodeling. For this purpose, themodeling is divided into several diagrams that correspond
to the Aspects deﬁned in Gme:
• for a process, one diagram to model its interface, one for the computation part, and one for all explicit clock relations
and dependencies,
• for a module, one diagram to describe a library,
• one diagram for mode automata extension.
6.2. Connection to the Polychrony compiler
The sme plug-ins go further than SignalMeta for the connection to Polychrony. We deeply connect the reﬂexive editor
and the graphical environment with the compiler in order to dynamically check the correctness of the model. Our main
Fig. 19. SME graphical modeler.
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Fig. 20. SME compilation metamodel.
goal for this connection is to obtain a traceability between the smemodels and the results returned by the compiler. Thus, it
becomes possible to indicate directly on the source model the compilation errors.
To build this connection, the Polychrony services have been described in another simple metamodel (see Fig. 20). This
allows users to create compilation scenarios by deﬁning the order in which the different functionalities and generators are
called. From this metamodel, a reﬂexive editor has been generated as for the sme one, and a speciﬁc view, shown under
the diagram in Fig. 19, has been added. This view favors services of interactive “intelligent” compilation: it allows to build
a compilation scenario by selecting the different services of the compiler. But it enables progressively functionalities and
generators when they are applicable or disables them when they are forbidden or useless.
The second issue about the connection between the sme Eclipse editors and the Polychrony compiler consists of a Java/C
interface to communicate with the compiler through native libraries (for Linux,Windows, andMacOS X/Intel). The principle
of the communication (represented on Fig. 21) is the following:
1. First, the smemodel is transformed into the abstract syntax tree (AST) representation inside the compiler. A smemodel
parser that makes this translation has been developed. At this step, the parser can report all errors concerning the
well-formedness of the model and the parsing errors (for attributes that contain Signal syntax).
2. Then, this AST representation is transformed into an internal graph structure. This step consists in resolving all refer-
ences speciﬁed inside the AST, checking the type errors, and making explicit all implicit clock constraints and clock
relations. This means that new signals, which do not exist in the source model, are created. The traceability consists
in linking each new signal to the corresponding original AST object.
3. The third step consists in applying to this graph thedifferent Polychrony services speciﬁed in the compilation scenario
(clock resolution, code generation...). These operations also modify the graph obtained at the previous step.
4. Finally, by analyzing the graph obtained after these transformations, errors can be reported in the graphical part. This
part is partially implemented.
All these tools are packaged inside Eclipse plug-ins available in the current OpenEmbeDD platform and in the TopCased
distribution. In order to easily reuse all existing programs and libraries proposed in the Signal distribution, we have also
developed a transformation of Signal textual ﬁles into smemodel ﬁles.
7. Discussion and related work
We shall qualitatively assess our approach with respect to the three main aspects addressed during the presentation:
model-driven engineering, control-oriented and avionic system design. We also mention a few words on closely related
studies.
7.1. On model-driven engineering
The approach presented in this article is the ﬁrst attempt to open the use of the formalmethods supported by Polychrony
in the context of a model-driven engineering. The synchronous multi-clock language Signal is tailored via metamodeling to
precisely match its semantics and syntax, and to extend its features with new constructs (such as mode automata).
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Fig. 21. Interaction with Polychrony.
Indeed, model-driven software development is based on a number of common concepts such as XMI, OCL and UML, that
can be mapped to different environments. In this case, we have chosen Gme to develop our metamodel because it enables
rapid creation of metamodels, and it offers customized modeling environments for free. Moreover, Gme promotes a generic
description of models, which favors a relative independence from speciﬁc modeling platforms. The higher the abstraction
level is, the more adaptable to various operational environments the speciﬁed concepts will be.
SignalMeta plays the role of a new graphical front-end for Polychrony. It enables to automatically transform graphical
speciﬁcations into Signal programs based on its associated interpreter. Structural information of the graphical speciﬁca-
tion, such as cyclic deﬁnitions or the well-formedness of designed models, can be checked. Type consistency and clock
constraints are addressed at a lower level with the Signal compiler. Future improvements of the environment aim at
automatically enriching higher level description with results of the analysis achieved in lower levels. These results could
be displayed graphically and dynamically during the modeling process so as to facilitate the earlier design exploration for
users.
Finally, our metamodel has been used as an experiment towards the development of the general-purpose Uml proﬁle for
modeling real-time and embedded systems, called MARTE [38], which has been adopted by the OMG. The insights gained
from the deﬁnition of SignalMetahave been very useful to us during our participation to theworking group for the deﬁnition
of the MARTE standard.
7.2. On polychronous mode automata
Mode automata were originally proposed by Maraninchi et al. [28] to gather advantages of declarative and imperative
approaches to synchronous programming. They have been recently combined with stream functions in Lucid Synchrone
in [14].
In a previous work, the introduction of preemption mechanisms in the multi-clocked data-ﬂow formalism Signal was
studied by Rutten et al. [33]. This was done by associating data-ﬂow processes with symbolic activation periods. However,
no attempt has been made to extend mode automata with the capability to model multi-clocked systems, which is one of
the issues addressed in this article.
The main advantage of the polychronous approach over previous installments of mode automata principles lies in the
capabilities gained for rapid prototyping: not only functionalities and components may be abstracted with multi-clocked
speciﬁcations butmodedescribing early control requirementsmay then allow rapid prototyping of the system,while offering
automated program transformation and code generation facilities to synthesize the foreseen implementation in a correct-
by-constructionmanner. SignalMeta offers such a capability through its extensionwithmode automata for control-oriented
applications.
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7.3. On polychrony versus multi-clocked synchrony
To this very last respect, and in light of previous examples, one observes that polychrony differs very much from related
synchronous, multi-clocked or GALS4 models of computation (MoC), proposed in related works.
In a synchronous MoC such as that of Scade [45], the speciﬁcation of the system is paced by an input clock which governs
the execution of the system and of all its components. The reaction of all synchronous components are synchronized to a tick
of that very clock that paces execution across the system. The speciﬁed timing model is the implemented timing model. In
the polychronous MoC, the speciﬁed timing model is a partial order and the implemented timing model can automatically
be synthesized from this partial order.
In amulti-clockedMoC, e.g. multi-clocked Esterel [9] or in a GALSMoC, e.g. communicating reactive processes or CRP [7],
the timing structure of the system implements the actual distribution of its clocks across the system. Each reactive process
owns an execution clock. The communication across clock domains supports concurrency.
In thepolychronousMoC, twoprocessesA |B communicating via a signal x are partially synchronized: clock xˆ is necessarily
included in Aˆ and in Bˆ, but no relation between Aˆ and Bˆ is supposed to pre-exist. Hence, the speciﬁed structure (modules)
and the implemented structure (architecture) are not necessarily the same.
The polychronous MoC allows one to reﬁne such a speciﬁcation in order to either synchronize A and B, for sequential
execution, or to partition them, by adding some extra protocol to support its actual distribution. Both reﬁnements deﬁne
strictly more precise speciﬁcation (i.e. characterized by a reduced set of possible behaviors) and can be performed by the
user with the assistance of automation algorithms.
7.4. On modular avionics design
The central feature of the Mimad extension of SignalMeta is to allow integrated modular avionic system designers and
engineers to describe both the system architecture and functionalities based on platform-independent models, within a
component-oriented design framework. Mimad proposes an open modeling framework that ideally complements general-
purpose Uml proﬁles such as the Aadl [37] or MARTE [38] with an application-domain-speciﬁc model of computation
suitable for the trusted avionics architecture design.
Mimad is extensible with heterogeneous domain-speciﬁc tools for the analysis of properties that are foreign to the
polychronous model of computation, e.g., timed automata and temporal property veriﬁers such as Uppaal.
Another interesting characteristic of Mimad is that its visual components, which allow a user to describe IMA concepts,
serve as a learning framework for IMA design as well as synchronous programming. There are a few studies that also aim at
similar goalswithGme, but in different domains. In [32], the facilities ofGme are applied to deﬁne a visual language dedicated
to the description of instruction sets and generating decoders, while in [31], authors deﬁne a visual modeling environment
for complex embedded systems, wheremultiplemodels of computation togetherwith their interaction are captured. In [34],
Gme is merely used to teach the design of domain-speciﬁc modeling environments.
7.5. Overall assessment
The SignalMeta environment inherits from the usability and portability inherent to Gme. This is very interesting from a
practical point of view. In addition, we can mention the following highly desirable criteria according to which SignalMeta
can be also distinguished from similar approaches.
Reusability. The Gme environment enables to deﬁne SignalMeta models and to store them as XML ﬁles in a repository.
These models could be further reused in different contexts, allowing the user to reduce costs in time as promoted in MDE.
Analyzability. The key properties of application models designed with SignalMeta are those addressed by tools available
in the lower layers (see Fig. 14): functional properties (e.g. safety, liveness) and non functional properties (e.g. response
times). The Signal code generated from SignalMeta can be analyzed using tools available in Polychrony. Static properties
are checked with the compiler and dynamic properties with the Sigali tool [29].
Scalability. Gme plays an important role in the scalability of SignalMeta. Indeed, it enables modular designs so that the
designer becomes able to model large scale applications in an incremental way. However, one must take care of the code
generationprocess for lower layers, fromGmeModels, especiallywhen the application size is important. The solution adopted
in order to overcome this problem consists in a modular generation approach. The current version of Gme enables to select
and generate sub-parts of a model. Afterward, they can be stored in repositories without re-generating them when reused.
Regarding the scalability of the programs that are analyzablewith the Signal compiler, a detailed experiment canbe found
in [3]. In the presented case studies, the authors give the time and memory limits computed during the analysis, depending
on the size of each considered application. These limits obviously hold for the analysis of Signal programs generated from
SignalMeta and its extensions. In the particular case of the CMF application illustrated in Fig. 16, some abstractions have
been necessary in order to make its temporal analysis possible [18].
4 Globally asynchronous locally synchronous.
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Flexibility. Starting from the core, open-source, implementation of SignalMeta, we demonstrated the facility of designing
model extensions for application-speciﬁc purposes. Our ﬁrst extension was to incorporate a model of polychronous mode
automata. Such automata describe the control of a system in a relationalmanner, in the spirit of the original Signal language.
In each state of the automaton, Signal equations are built in SignalMeta. The second extension, called Mimad, introduce
speciﬁcmodelingconcepts for thedesignofavionics systemsbasedonthe IntegratedModularAvionics (IMA)architecture.We
also reported extensions to simulate AADL speciﬁcations [30] or to design a domain-speciﬁc language for space software [46].
Interoperability. SignalMeta promotes interoperability by exploiting the possibility of generating, fromGme descriptions,
XML ﬁles as intermediate representation (see Fig. 14). This feature has been clearly shown in the Mimad extension. An
example of closed framework is the AMMA infrastructure developed on top of EMF [5]. It achieves interoperability between
different environments by extending the facilities of EMF.
GME or Eclipse. The current sme plug-in suites built within the Eclipse environment is a more achieved tool than Signal-
Meta in the sense that the graphical modeling is more accurate and that the editors are connected directly to Polychrony.
The advantage of using Gme is that a graphical environment conform to a metamodel is obtained more quickly. Thus, one
can easily build its metamodel incrementally, and observe rapidly the result on a graphical model.
The advantage of using Eclipse comes from the separation of themetamodel concepts from the graphical notation. So the
speciﬁcation of themetamodel can bemore accuratewithout thinking of theway themodelswill be represented graphically.
Due to all above features of SignalMeta, we believe that it brings several interesting answers to the high demand of
pragmatic frameworks where formal methods can be used for the safe development of embedded systems. In particular, the
central role played by metamodeling to achieve the answers has been largely exhibited.
8. Ongoing and future works
The sme plugins are primarily designed to provide the model transformation and code generation services of the Poly-
chrony tool-chain. These services are best suited for being integrated with visual modeling standards, such as the UML
proﬁle MARTE [38], or customized for application-speciﬁc purposes, as in the Synoptic DSL [46], or interfaced with the
Eclipse plugins of related tool-sets, such as Syndex [40].
Virtual prototyping. As an example, in [30], we present a model transformation tool that uses sme to produce simulation
code for the purpose of virtual prototyping AADL architectures [37]. The tool accepts an AADL speciﬁcation of a distributed
embedded system, written using the Topcased-AADL plugin [47], and uses the model transformation language ATL [5] to
produce a semantically equivalent, distributed, speciﬁcation of the architecture in Polychrony.
Domain-speciﬁc language design. In the RNTL project Spacify [46], led by CNES and ONERA, we are developing a domain-
speciﬁc programming environment called Synoptic for the development of embedded software in mission-critical spatial
applications. The design of Synoptic starts from themodeling concepts that engineers actually use, borrowed from Simulink,
StateFlow or AADL, to specialize and enhance thesemodeling concepts with features that are speciﬁc to the domain of space
applications. In this framework, the sme plugins are used as an implementation platform, which hosts the chosen model of
computation and the modular and distributed code generation services.
An open-source embedded system design platform. Finally, in the ANR project OpenEmbeDD [44], INRIA is developing an open-
source platform for model-driven embedded system design. In this context, we are further developing the sme plugin to
inter-operate it with the Syndex tool [40], which provides a back-end infrastructure to generate target-speciﬁc, real-time
executives.
All these experiments put forward the polychronousmodel of computation of sme to host prototyping, formal veriﬁcation,
code generation fromhigh-level and heterogeneous visual formalisms. So far, the sme plugins have proved agility for its rapid
adaptation and inter-operation within large and industry-scale development platforms.
Our aim is to further promote polychrony as a pivot model of computation for the modular and compositional capture of
heterogeneous high-level speciﬁcations. In that aim, Polychrony offers semantic-preserving reﬁnement and transformation
algorithms tailored by optimizing modular, sequential and distributed code generation services.
9. Conclusions
We have presented a metamodel, SignalMeta deﬁned in the Gme tool, for the design of multi-clocked systems on top of
the Polychrony workbench, which relies on the synchronous language Signal. We have also shown how this metamodel
can easily be extended so as to provide designers with adequate concepts for the design of both control-oriented and avionic
systems. This work promotes MDE in a formal framework. It therefore allows us to take advantage of key features inherent
to MDE such as ﬂexibility and reusability, while being able to address validation issues using available tools.
The deﬁnition of the extension of SignalMeta for the design of control-oriented applications is based on a model of
multi-clocked mode automata. A salient feature of the presentation of this extension is the simplicity incurred by the
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separation of concerns between data-ﬂow (that expresses structure) and control-ﬂow (that expresses a timing model) that
is characteristic to the design methodology of Signal. From a user point of view, this simplicity translates into the ease of
hierarchically and modularly combining data-ﬂow blocks and imperative modes and signiﬁcantly accelerates speciﬁcation
by making its structure closer to design intuitions.
While the speciﬁcationofmodeautomata in relatedworks requires aprimaryaddresson the semantics andoncompilation
of control, the use of Signal as a foundation allows to transfer this speciﬁc issue to its analysis and code generation engine
Polychrony. Furthermore, it exposes the semantics and transformation ofmode automata in amuch simplerway bymaking
use of clearly separated concerns expressed by guarded commands (data-ﬂow relations) andby clock equations (control-ﬂow
relations).
The modeling paradigm for integrated modular avionics (IMA) design, presented in this article, best demonstrates the
combined need for a model of computation featuring multi-clocked synchrony through partially ordered clock relations,
as well as the need for combining data-ﬂow and control-ﬂow in order to achieve compositional and ergonomic graphical
modeling capabilities.5
The IMA further illustrates the usefulness of SignalMeta and its associated extensions to provide developers with a
practical and component-based modeling framework that favors rapid prototyping for design exploration. This is very
interesting in the perspective of answering the growing industry demand for higher levels of abstraction in system design
process. Moreover, the results obtained from our previous studies on IMA architectures using the synchronous technology
available in Polychrony have been fully reused.
The sme environment that is the result of the migration of SignalMeta into the Eclipse environment, has also been
described. Integrated in the OpenEmbeDD and TopCased platforms, sme communicates with a set of other tools to model,
verify, and build embedded systems.
Finally, we can mention the substantial advantage of metamodels, such as SignalMeta and sme, in that they allow the
abstraction and description of different critical aspects of embedded systems in a structured, ﬂexible and formal way.
Appendix A. Model of computation
We describe the semantics of Signal in the polychronous model of computation (see [26] for more detail). In this model,
symbolic tags t or u denote periods in time during which execution takes place. Time is deﬁned by a partial order relation ≤
on tags: t ≤ u stipulates that t occurs before u. A chain is a totally ordered set of tags. It corresponds to the clock of a signal:
it samples its values over a series of totally related tags. The domains for events, signals, behaviors and processes are deﬁned
as follows:
• an event is a pair consisting of a tag t ∈ T and a value v ∈ V,
• a signal is a function from a chain of tags to a set of values,
• a behavior b is a function from a set of signal names to signals,
• a process p is a set of behaviors that have the same domain.
Notations. We writeT(s) for the chain of tags of a signal s and min s and max s for its minimal and maximal tag. We write
V(b) for the domain of a behavior b (a set of signal names). The restriction of a behavior b to X is noted b|X (i.e.V(b|X ) = X).
Its complementary b/X satisﬁes b = b|X unionmulti b/X (i.e.V(b/X ) =V(b) \ X).
Synchrony. The synchronization of a behavior b with a behavior c is noted b ≤ c and is deﬁned as the effect of “stretching”
its timing structure. A behavior c is a stretching of a behavior b, written b ≤ c, iffV(b) =V(c) and there exists a bijection f
on tags s.t.
∀t,u, t ≤ f (t) ∧ (t < u ⇔ f (t) < f (u))
∀x ∈V(b),T(c(x)) = f (T(b(x))) ∧ ∀t ∈T(b(x)), b(x)(t) = c(x)(f (t))
b and c are clock-equivalent, written b ∼ c, iff there exists a behavior d s.t. d ≤ b and d ≤ c. The synchronous composition
p |q of two processes p and q is deﬁned by combining behaviors b ∈ p and c ∈ q that are identical on I =V(p) ∩V(q), the
interface between p and q.
p |q = {b ∪ c | (b, c) ∈ p × q ∧ b|I = c|I ∧ I =V(p) ∩V(q)}
Asynchrony. Desynchronization is deﬁned as the effect of “relaxing” the timing structure of a behavior: a behavior c is a
relaxation of b, written b  c, iffV(b) =V(c) and, for all x ∈V(b), b|x ≤ c|x . Two behaviors b and c are ﬂow-equivalent,
written b ≈ c, iff there exists a behavior d s.t. b  d  c. The asynchronous composition p ‖ q of two processes p and q is
5 In thesamespirit, a commercial implementationofPolychrony (RT-Builder, commercializedbyGeensys)allows for the real-time,hardware-in-the-loop,
simulation of all electronic equipments connected around a CAN bus on-board a commercial car.
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deﬁned by the set of behaviors d that are ﬂow-equivalent to behaviors b ∈ p and c ∈ q along the interface I =V(p) ∩V(q).
p ‖ q = {d | (b, c) ∈ p × q ∧ b/I ∪ c/I ≤ d/I ∧ b|I  d|I  c|I ∧ I =V(p) ∩V(q)}
Appendix B. Semantics of signal
The semantics [[P]] of a Signal process P is a set of behaviors that are inductively deﬁned by the concatenation of reactions.
Initially, we assume that Ø|V(p) ∈ [[P]]. A reaction r is a behavior with (at most) one time tag t. We writeT(r) for the tag of a
non empty reaction r. An empty reaction of the signals X is notedØ|X . The empty signal is noted ∅. A reaction r is concatenable
to a behavior b iffV(b) =V(r), and, for all x ∈V(b), max(b(x)) <T(r(x)). If so, concatenating r to b is deﬁned by
∀x ∈V(b), ∀u ∈T(b) ∪T(r), (b · r)(x)(u) = if u ∈T(r(x)) then r(x)(u) else b(x)(u)
Meaning of equations. The semantics of a delay x = y pre v is deﬁned by appending a reaction r of tag t to a behavior b. It
initially deﬁnes x by the value v (when b is empty) and then by the previous value of y (i.e. b(y)(u) where u is the maximal
tag of b)
[[x = y pre v]] =
⎧⎨
⎩b · r
∣∣∣∣∣∣
b ∈ [[x = y when z]],
u = max(T(b(y))),
t =T(r),
r(x) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t → b(y)(u), r(y) /= ∅ ∧ b /= Øxy
t → v, r(y) /= ∅ ∧ b = Øxy
∅, r(y) = ∅ ∧ b = Øxy
⎫⎬
⎭
Similarly, the semantics of a sampling x = y when z deﬁnes x by ywhen z is true
[[x = y when z]] =
⎧⎨
⎩b · r
∣∣∣∣∣∣
b ∈ [[x = y when z]],
u = max(T(b(y))),
t =T(r),
r(x) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
r(y), r(z)(t) = true
∅, r(z)(t) = false
∅, r(z) = ∅
⎫⎬
⎭
Finally, x = y default z deﬁnes x by ywhen y is present and by z otherwise
[[x = y default z]] =
{
b · r
∣∣∣∣b ∈ [[x = y default z]], r(x) =
∣∣∣∣r(y), r(y) /= ∅r(z), r(y) = ∅
}
The meaning of the synchronous composition P |Q is the synchronous composition [[P |Q ]] = [[P]] | [[Q ]] of the meaning of P
and Q . The meaning of restriction is deﬁned by [[P/x]] = {c | b ∈ [[P]] ∧ c ≤ (b/x)}.
Meaning of clocks. The meaning [[e]]b of a clock e is deﬁned with respect to a given behavior b and consists of the set of
tags satisﬁed by the proposition e in the behavior b. The meaning of the clock x = v (resp. x = y) in b is the set of tags t ∈
T(b(x)) (resp. t ∈T(b(x)) ∩T(b(y))) such that b(x)(t) = v (resp. b(x)(t = b(y)(t)). In particular, [[xˆ]]b =T(b(x)) and [[[x]]]b =
[[x = true ]]b. The meaning of a conjunction e ∧ f (resp. disjunction e ∨ f and difference e \ f ) is the intersection (resp. union
and difference) of the meaning of e and f . Clock 0 has no tags.
[[1]]b =T(b) [[0]]b = ∅
[[x = v]]b =
{
t ∈T(b(x)) | b(x)(t) = v}
[[x = y]]b =
{
t ∈T(b(x)) ∩T(b(y)) | b(x)(t) = b(y)(t)}
[[e ∧ f ]]b =[[e]]b ∩ [[f ]]b
[[e ∨ f ]]b =[[e]]b ∪ [[f ]]b
[[e \ f ]]b = b[[e]]b \ [[f ]]b
Meaning of automata. One simple way to deﬁne the semantics of polychronous mode automata is to interpret its translation
by extending the function [[·]] as below
[[a]] = ([[a]]x | [[(xˆ = xˆ′) | (xˆ = ex)]])/xx′
[[a |b]]x = [[a]]x | [[b]]x
[[ init s0]]x = [[x = (x′ pre s0) when (xˆ \ fx)]]
[[c ⇒ s → t]]x = [[x′ = t when ([x = s] ∧ c)]]
[[c ⇒ s t]]x = [[x = t when ([(x′ pre s0) = s] ∧ c)]]
[[s : p]]x = [[p when [x = s]]]
The activity clock ex = ∨y∈def(a) yˆ ticks if at least one signal y is active in the automaton a. The transition clock fx =∨
e∈lab(a) e is the union of all events e that trigger a transition e ⇒ s t in a.
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